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Introduction 

Waterco Consultants have been commissioned to undertake a Flood Risk Assessment in relation to 

proposed mineral workings (sand and gravel extraction) at Stonecastle Farm Quarry, Hadlow / 

Whetsted, Tonbridge, Kent, TN12 6SE (Site M13). 

The purpose of this report is to outline the potential flood risk to the site, the impact of the proposed 

development on flood risk elsewhere, and the proposed measures which could be incorporated to 

mitigate the identified risk. This report has been prepared in accordance with the guidance contained 

in the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) and the National Planning Practice Guidance 

(NPPG).  

Reference has also been made to the Tonbridge and Malling Borough Council Strategic Flood Risk 

Assessment (SFRA) (August 2016), the Tunbridge Wells Borough Council SFRA (November 2007, 

updated February 2011) and the Kent County Council Preliminary Flood Risk Assessment (PFRA) 

(September 2011). 

 

Existing Conditions 

The 27.8ha development site is located at National Grid reference: 563278, 146963. A location plan 

and an aerial image are included in Appendix A. The site comprises two land parcels; referred to as 

Phase 3 (southern land parcel) and Phase 6 (northern land parcel). For the purposes of this report, 

reference to ‘the site’ refers to both land parcels.  

Online aerial mapping (accessed July 2018) indicates that the majority of the site comprises 

undeveloped agricultural land, with an area of woodland located in the south-eastern extent of the 

southern land parcel. The site is bordered by woodland and the River Medway to the north, 

undeveloped agricultural land to the east and south, and agricultural land and Hartlake Road to the 

west. Both land parcels are intersected by an unnamed watercourse.  

Local Topography 

Topographic levels to metres Above Ordnance Datum (m AOD) have been derived from a 1m 

resolution Environment Agency (EA) composite ‘Light Detecting and Ranging’ (LiDAR) Digital Terrain 

Model (DTM). A review of LiDAR data shows that levels in the northern land parcel generally fall from 

west to east. A high of 17.261m AOD is recorded in the west with a low of 16.378m AOD recorded in 
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the east. Levels in the southern land parcel generally fall from west to east. A high of 17.102m AOD is 

recorded in the north-west with a low of 16.342m AOD recorded in the east. A LiDAR extract is 

included in Appendix B. 

Ground Conditions 

Reference to the British Geological Survey online mapping (1:50,000 scale) indicates that the site is 

underlain by superficial deposits of Alluvium generally comprising clay, silt, sand and gravel. The 

superficial deposits are identified as being underlain by the Weald Clay Formation consisting of 

mudstone.  

The EA’s online ‘Groundwater Source Protection Zones’ map indicates that the site is located within 

Groundwater Source Protection Zone 2 – defined as a 400-day travel time or 25% of the source 

catchment area, whichever is larger. 

According to the EA’s online Aquifer Designation mapping, the superficial Alluvium is classified as a 

secondary A aquifer. These are permeable layers capable of supporting water supplies at a local rather 

than strategic scale and in some cases form an important source of base flow to rivers.  The underlying 

Weald Clay Formation is classified as unproductive strata.    

The soil is described by the National Soil Resources Institute as ‘loamy and clayey floodplain soils with 

naturally high groundwater’. 

Local Drainage 

Correspondence from Southern Water included in Appendix C states; ‘According to our records, 

Southern Water currently has neither sewers nor water mains in the vicinity of the above location’.   

 

Development Proposals 

The proposed development is for the extraction of up to approximately 1,000,000 tonnes of sand and 

gravel over a period of approximately 7 years.  Following the completion of the extraction, a phased 

restoration of the site will be undertaken. Restoration will include lakes, a complex of vegetated / bare 

islands and trees. Access to the site would be provided from Stonecastle Farm Quarry. The quarry 

access is directly onto the A228 (Whetsted Road) and is located approximately 2.5km south-east of 

the extraction site. 
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Flood Zone Classification & Policy Context 

The EA ‘Flood Map for Planning’, included in Appendix D, shows that the majority of the site is located 

within Flood Zone 3 – an area considered to be at flood risk with a 1% (1 in 100) or greater annual 

probability of fluvial flooding. The south-eastern extent of the northern land parcel is identified as 

being within Flood Zone 2 – an area considered to be at flood risk with between a 1% (1 in 100) and 

0.1% annual probability of flooding. 

In accordance with Table 2 of the NPPG: Flood Risk and Coastal Change, ‘sand and gravel working’ 

developments are considered to be ‘water-compatible development’. Table 3 of the NPPG: Flood Risk 

and Coastal Change, states that ‘water-compatible development’ is considered appropriate within 

Flood Zones 1, 2, 3a and 3b. ‘Water-compatible development’ within Flood Zone 3b (functional 

floodplain), should be designed and constructed to: 

• Remain operational and safe for users in times of flood; 

• Result in no net loss of floodplain storage; 

• Not impede water flows and not increase flood risk elsewhere. 

The Tonbridge and Malling Borough Council ‘Local Development Framework Core Strategy’, adopted 

September 2007, contains the following policy in relation to flood risk; 

‘POLICY CP10 1. Within the floodplain development should first seek to make use of areas at no or low 

risk to flooding before areas at higher risk, where this is possible and compatible with other polices 

aimed at achieving a sustainable pattern of development. 

2. Development which is acceptable (in terms of PPS25) or otherwise exceptionally justified within 

areas at risk of flooding must: 

a) be subject to a flood risk assessment; and  

b) include an appropriately safe means of escape above flood levels anticipated during the 

lifetime of the development; and 

c) be designed and controlled to mitigate the effects of flooding on the site and the potential 

impact of the development on flooding elsewhere in the floodplain’. 
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Correspondence 

Correspondence from the EA, dated March 2018 (Appendix D), has been provided to Waterco from 

the Client. The EA have stated that:  

‘We have no objection to this site allocation but wish to offer the following comments… 

Groundwater 

This site is in an important setting for local water supply and further major extensions to this quarry 

may impact water supply options. We would not agree that that the full extent of these extensions are 

acceptable with further detailed supporting evidence and a Hydrogeological Risk Assessment. We have 

made similar comments in the past to extension proposals at this site. 

Water Resources– AMBER 

The proposed excavation at Stonecastle Farm poses a moderate Water Resources risk. It is anticipated 

that appropriate mitigation measures, substantiated through a detailed programme of monitoring, 

will be necessary in order for the applicant to prove beyond reasonable doubt that the Stonecastle 

Farm workings, both during the operational phase do not have a detrimental impact on the following 

aspects; 

The applicant, in due course, will be required to confirm the design of the restoration plan and in 

particular with reference to the proposed lakes’ interface with the adjoining River Medway, the 

Hammer Dyke and associated drains. Given that Stonecastle Farm is predominantly underlain by 

Weald Clay Formation there is some uncertainty as to how sustainable the restoration plan is, 

independent of a feed from any one of the watercourses that will bound the lakes, once the mineral 

has been extracted. The restoration plan will need to include evidence demonstrating as to how the 

integrity of those watercourses sited on the curtilage of the workings will be retained. 

Two Abstraction Licences are sited within the vicinity of the proposed workings at Stonecastle Farm. 

Both Licence 9/40/03/0215/SR [Sherenden Farm, Tudley] and Licence 9/40/03/0474/G [South East 

Water, Hartlake] will need to be accounted for in terms of the operation phase and the subsequent 

restoration. The assessment will be required to determine whether the Stonecastle Farm option poses 

a risk of derogation to the licensees’ regulated activities. South East Water will need to be consulted 

with, the proposal raising potential questions as to the longer term viability of the superficial aquifer 

at Hartlake, from where the Company abstracts. 
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As of the 1st of January 2018, in accordance with the Water Act 2003, dewatering is a regulated 

activity. A Licence should be sought from the Environment Agency, should there be a requirement to 

dewater at Stonecastle Farm… 

In the absence of any information about how the impacts will be managed, we object to the proposal 

to allocate the above sites to the Minerals Sites Plan. To remove our objection please provide us with 

evidence of suitable mitigation or proof of “no impact”… 

Flood Risk 

Although we have no objection to the proposed mineral sites on flood risk grounds, the following 

proposed mineral sites fall within the High Risk Flood Zone as shown on the Agency’s Flood Map: 

- Moat Farm- Five Oak Green 

- Postern Meadows – Tonbridge 

- Stonecastle Farm- Tonbridge 

- The Postern- Tonbridge 

- Central Road- Dartford 

- Joyce Green Quarry- Dartford 

The above sites fall within Flood Zone 3 (FZ3) as described in Table 1, of the Technical Guidance to the 

National Planning Policy Framework. Local Authorities are guided to adopt a precautionary approach 

to the issue of flood risk, avoiding such risk where possible and managing it elsewhere. 

Table 2, paragraph 066 of the Planning Practice Guidance acknowledges that sand and gravel deposits 

are ‘water compatible’ developments. This means they must be worked where they occur, and so likely 

to exist within a Flood zone. However, they must still be worked in ways that do not increase flood risk. 

The proposals for minerals extraction that are situated in FZ3 must be accompanied by a detailed Flood 

Risk Assessment (FRA), which demonstrates the activities they intend to undertake do not increase 

flood risk to the site or surrounding area. This must be approved by the Environment Agency’. 

A pre-planning opinion request was submitted to the EA in May 2018. A response was received in July 

2018 and is included in Appendix D. The EA state: 
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‘The extraction of minerals fall into the less vulnerable Table 2 of the Technical Guidance to the 

National Planning Policy Framework. However, part of the site is located in the high risk flood zone. 

You will need to provide a Flood Risk Assessment (FRA) that demonstrates that flood risk is not 

increased elsewhere.  

Historic flood events affecting this site occurred in November 1960, November 1963, September 1968, 

October 2000 and December 2013…’ 

We would be pleased to continue to discuss the development of this site as plans progress to ensure 

that development takes into account the relevant constraints at this site. (Please note our pre-

application advice outside of a preliminary opinion is a charged service)…’. 

 

Sources of Flooding and Probability  

Fluvial 

A number of watercourses border the site. The northern land parcel is bordered by an unnamed 

watercourse to the north with the River Medway beyond. The River Medway and the unnamed 

watercourse north of the site flow east in this location. An unnamed land drain originates in the 

eastern extent of the northern land parcel and flows east.  

The southern land parcel is bordered by an unnamed tributary of Hammer Dyke along its southern 

boundary. The unnamed tributary merges with Hammer Dyke immediately south-east of the site.  

Hammer Dyke and its tributary flow east in this location. An unnamed watercourse intersects both 

land parcels and flows east. The unnamed watercourse joins the River Medway approximately 2km 

east of the site. 

Fluvial flooding could occur if the River Medway or the unnamed watercourses local to the site 

overtopped their banks during or following an extreme rainfall event.   

There are no records of fluvial flooding affecting the site on the EA ‘Historic Flood Map’ (Appendix D). 

However, correspondence from the EA (Appendix D) states ‘Historic flood events affecting this site 

occurred in November 1960, November 1963, September 1968, October 2000 and December 2013’.  
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EA Modelled Data 

The modelled outputs from the ‘Medway Catchment Mapping and Modelling Report’ (October 2015) 

have been used to assess fluvial flood risk at the site. The modelled data has been used to create site 

specific flood depth and velocity mapping, included in Appendix E. Site specific water levels and depths 

have also been provided.  

The EA have provided modelled results for both defended and undefended scenarios. The flood 

defences in the study area, as detailed in the ‘Medway Catchment Mapping and Modelling’ report, 

comprise multiple walls and embankments in Edenbridge and Tonbridge as well as the Leigh Flood 

Storage Area (FSA). An undefended event represents the removal or failure of the flood defences. 

There are no flood defences in the immediate vicinity of the site. 

The River Medway model accounts for the tributaries in the vicinity of the site. 

Defended Scenario 

The ‘Maximum Flood Depth – 5% AEP Fluvial Event’ map (Figure 1) shows that the majority of the site 

is at risk of flooding during the 5% Annual Exceedance Probability (AEP) event. Land in the north-

western and south-eastern extents of the northern land parcel are outside of the 5% AEP flood extent. 

Maximum flood depth of up to 415mm are estimated in the lower eastern extent of the northern land 

parcel. Flood depths in the southern land parcel vary from 210mm in the west to 400mm in the south-

east. As the majority of the site is shown at risk during the 5% AEP event, it is considered as Flood 

Zone 3b (functional floodplain). 
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Figure 1 – Defended 5% AEP event – River Medway 
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The ‘Maximum Flood Depth – 1% AEP Fluvial Event’ map for the River Medway (Figure 2) shows that 

flood depths in the northern land parcel vary from 277mm in the west to 740mm in the centre of the 

site.  Flood depths in the southern land parcel vary from 440mm in the west to 700mm in the south-

eastern extent of the site. The maximum velocity mapping for the River Medway (Appendix E) shows 

that velocities across the site are generally less than 0.3m/s. 

Figure 2 – Defended 1% AEP event – River Medway 
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The ‘Maximum Flood Depth – 0.1% AEP Fluvial Event’ map for the River Medway (Figure 3) shows that 

flood depths in the northern land parcel vary from 740mm in the west to 1.2m in the centre of the 

site.  Flood depths in the southern land parcel vary from 0.91m in the west to 1.12m in the south-

eastern extent of the site. The maximum velocity mapping for the River Medway (Appendix E) shows 

that velocities across the site are generally less than 0.6m/s. 

Figure 3 – Defended 0.1% AEP event – River Medway 
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Climate Change Allowance  

New climate change (CC) allowances published by the EA in February 2016 states that a ‘central’ CC 

allowance should be used for water compatible uses in Flood Zone 3. The River Medway falls within 

the Thames river basin district. For development with a design life of 7 years within the Thames river 

basin district, a 10% central climate change allowance should be applied on the 1% AEP flood event.   

No modelled data is available to make an assessment of the 1% AEP plus 10% climate change 

allowance event. However, modelling is available to assess the impacts of 35% climate change for the 

River Medway (providing a conservative estimate of future flood risks). The ‘Maximum Flood Depth - 

1% AEP + 35% CC Fluvial Event’ map for the River Medway (Figure 4) shows that flood depths in the 

northern land parcel vary from 520mm in the west to 0.98m in the centre of the site.  Flood depths in 

the southern land parcel vary from 725mm in the west to 0.92m in the south-eastern extent of the 

site. The maximum velocity mapping for the River Medway (Appendix E) shows that velocities across 

the majority of the site are generally less than 0.3m/s. Velocities of up to 0.6m/s are estimated in the 

eastern extent of the southern land parcel and the north-eastern extent of the northern land parcel. 
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Figure 4 – Defended 1% AEP + 35%CC event – River Medway 

Undefended Scenario 

An undefended flood event represents the removal of all flood defences. An undefended event is 

considered as a residual risk.  

As shown on the modelled flood mapping in Appendix E, the flood extent for an undefended scenario 

remains similar to the defended scenario. Flood depths and levels during an undefended scenario 

generally increase by 150mm – 200mm across the site relative to the defended scenario during all 

considered events.   
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Tidal 

The site is situated at a minimum of 16.342m AOD and is significantly above sea level. Therefore, there 

is no risk from tidal flooding. 

Surface Water 

Surface water flooding occurs when rainwater does not drain away through the normal drainage 

system or soak into the ground. It is usually associated with high intensity rainfall events, however can 

also occur with lower intensity rainfall or melting snow where the ground is saturated, frozen or 

developed, resulting in overland flow and ponding in depressions in topography. Surface water 

flooding can occur anywhere without warning. However, flow paths can be determined by 

consideration of contours and relative levels. 

The EA ‘Flood Risk from Surface Water’ map (Appendix D) indicates that the majority of the site is at 

very low risk of surface water flooding, meaning it has a less than 0.1% annual probability of flooding. 

The south-eastern extent of the southern land parcel is shown at low risk of surface water flooding, 

meaning it has between a 1% and 0.1% annual probability of flooding. Isolated topographical low 

points in the northern land parcel are shown to have between a medium and high risk of surface water 

flooding with between a greater than 3.3% and 1% annual probability of occurrence.   

The identified surface water flood risk is associated with ponding within isolated low points within the 

site. There are no records of surface water flooding at the site. There are no distinct flow routes in the 

area which would direct any potential surface water flooding (from off-site) towards the site.  

It can therefore be concluded that the risk of surface water flooding is low. 

Sewer Flooding 

Flooding from sewers can occur when a sewer is overwhelmed by heavy rainfall, becomes blocked, is 

damaged, or is of inadequate capacity. Flooding is mostly applicable to combined and surface water 

sewers. 

Correspondence from Southern Water included in Appendix C states ‘According to our records, 

Southern Water currently has neither sewers nor water mains in the vicinity of the above location’.   

It can therefore be concluded that the risk of sewer flooding is low. 
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Groundwater Flooding 

Groundwater flooding occurs when water levels underneath the ground rise above normal levels. 

Prolonged heavy rainfall soaks into the ground and can cause the ground to become saturated. This 

results in rising groundwater levels which leads to flooding above ground. 

The SFRA ‘Groundwater Flood Maps’, provided as Appendix F, shows that the northern land parcel is 

located within a 1km² grid which has between a 25% and 50% susceptibility to groundwater flooding. 

The southern land parcel is located within a 1km² grid which has a greater than 75% susceptibility to 

groundwater flooding.  

The PFRA states that ‘the potential risk from groundwater in Kent in significant. The…sandstones and 

greensands of the Weald represent potential sources of groundwater flooding’.  However, there are 

no records of groundwater flooding at or near to the site. 

Given the geology of the site (alluvium deposits overlying relatively impermeable bedrock of Weald 

Clay), and its proximity to the River Medway, groundwater levels may be high, especially in times of 

prolonged high-water levels in the River Medway.  

It can be concluded that the risk of an isolated groundwater flooding incident is low. However, 

groundwater may be found at shallow depth and de-watering may be required as part of the mineral 

extraction. 

Artificial Sources of Flooding 

There are no canals within the vicinity of the site. The EA ‘Flood Risk from Reservoirs’ map (Appendix 

D) shows that the site is at risk from a failure of the following reservoir: 

Table 1 – EA Flooding from Reservoirs 

Name Location Owner 

Pembury TQ6276942696 South East Water Ltd 

The EA state that Reservoir flooding is extremely unlikely to happen. All large reservoirs must be 

inspected and supervised by reservoir panel engineers. As the enforcement authority for the 

Reservoirs Act 1975 in England, the EA ensure that reservoirs are inspected regularly and essential 

safety work is carried out. 

It can therefore be concluded that the risk of flooding from artificial sources is very low.  
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Summary of Potential Flooding  

It can be concluded that fluvial and groundwater flooding are the main potential sources of flood risk 

to the site. The associated risk has been used to inform mitigation design. 

 

Mitigation 

The site is identified at risk of fluvial flooding with flood depths generally highest in the centre of the 

northern land parcel and in the south-eastern extent of the southern land parcel.  

Taking a sequential approach to flood risk, site offices should be located in the south-eastern extent 

of the northern land parcel, an area with the lowest flood risk (lowest flood depths). Given the 

potential significant flood depths estimated during the 0.1% AEP event, and where possible, two 

storey site offices should be provided so that an area of safe refuge i.e. at first floor level is available 

should evacuation not be available in times of flood. 

There is potential for high groundwater levels at the site which may result in a requirement for de-

watering (most likely through pumping). The de-watering process is required to facilitate a safe 

workplace and the safe extraction of minerals. The de-watering process would be undertaken under 

specific EA license conditions. The requirement for de-watering and details of the de-watering process 

fall outside the scope of this report.    

A suitable undeveloped buffer should be provided from the watercourses bordering the site to 

excavation activities. In accordance with the GOV.UK guidance ‘Flood risk activities; environmental 

permits’ (April 2016), an environmental permit will be required for any quarrying within 16m of any 

main river. As such, a 16m undeveloped buffer between adjacent watercourses and any excavation 

works is recommended.  

The land drain shown to originate in the eastern extent of the northern land parcel originates on site 

and serves agricultural land. As the land drain does not convey flow from waterbodies outside of the 

site boundary it could be removed to facilitate the extraction works. 
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Flood Warnings and Evacuation 

Flood Warnings cover this area. Site management should register to receive flood warnings. Flood 

Warnings is a free service that provides prior warning of a fluvial flood event. The site should not be 

occupied when a flood warning is in place.  

Site management should prepare a flood plan to inform site users of the flood risk and to provide 

advice on what to do in the event of a flood. The flood plan should include details of a safe evacuation 

route to be used upon receipt of a flood warning. The proposed site access from Stonecastle Farm 

Quarry to the east is shown at flood risk. 

Where sufficient flood warning is provided, and prior to flooding occurring, evacuation could be 

sought via the proposed site access from Stonecastle Farm Quarry.  

Where flooding occurs without warning, site users should seek refuge within the first-floor level of the 

site offices. Site users should not evacuate into floodwater unless instructed to do so otherwise by the 

emergency services. 

 

Impact on Flood Risk Elsewhere 

The proposed development may involve de-watering activities (subject to site investigation) to 

facilitate a safe workplace and the safe extraction of minerals. A license will be obtained from the EA 

for the de-watering activities with a maximum permitted discharge agreed.  

The development will include extraction of minerals and will not result in the raising of ground levels 

within the flood extent. As such, the proposed development will not result in a loss of flood storage 

from the floodplain.  

Post-restoration works should not include raising ground levels over the existing (pre-excavation) 

levels. The creation of waterbodies could provide additional flood storage capacity, thereby reducing 

flood risk off-site.   

It can be concluded that the proposed development will not increase flood risk elsewhere and that 

any potential discharge of water from the site will be made in line with EA license conditions.  
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Other Considerations 

In accordance with the GOV.UK guidance ‘Flood risk activities; environmental permits’ (April 2016), an 

environmental permit will be required for any quarrying within 16m of any main river and for any 

other activity within 8m of a bank of a main river.  
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Conclusions 

The proposal is for the extraction of up to 1,000,000 tonnes of sand and gravel over a period of 7 

years.  Following the completion of the extraction, a phased restoration of the site will be undertaken 

comprising lakes, a complex of vegetated / bare islands and trees. 

The Environment Agency ‘Flood Map for Planning’ shows that the majority of the site is located within 

Flood Zone 3 – an area considered to be at flood risk with a 1% (1 in 100) or greater annual probability 

of fluvial flooding. The south-eastern extent of the northern land parcel is located within Flood Zone 

2 – an area considered to be at flood risk with between a 1% (1 in 100) and 0.1% annual probability of 

flooding.  

The main potential source of flooding to the site is fluvial flooding. Detailed hydraulic modelling 

obtained from the EA shows that during the defended 1% Annual Exceedance Probability (AEP) event, 

flood depths in the northern land parcel vary from 277mm in the west to 740mm in the centre of the 

site.  Flood depths in the southern land parcel vary from 440mm in the west to 700mm in the south-

eastern extent of the site. 

There is also potential for a high-water table at the site, resulting in a potential requirement for de-

watering. De-watering may be required subject to detailed site investigations (to establish 

groundwater levels). The de-watering process is required to facilitate a safe workplace and the safe 

extraction of minerals. The de-watering process would be undertaken under specific EA license 

conditions 

Flood warnings cover this area. An area of safe refuge i.e. first floor level of site offices, should be 

made available in the event that flooding occurs without warning.  

A suitable buffer (16m) from nearby watercourses to extraction activities should be provided.   

The development will include extraction of minerals and will not result in the raising of ground levels 

within the flood extent. As such, the proposed development will not result in a loss of flood storage 

from the floodplain. Post-restoration works should not include raising ground levels over the existing 

levels. The creation of waterbodies could provide additional flood storage capacity, thereby reducing 

flood risk off-site. 
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Recommendations 

1. Submit this Flood Risk Assessment to the Planning Authority in support of the Planning 

Application; 

2. Provide a 16m buffer from nearby watercourse to extraction activities. 
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Appendix A – Location Plan and Aerial Image 
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Appendix B – Topographical Data 
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Appendix C – Southern Water Correspondence 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 

Southern Water Southern House Capstone Road Chatham Kent ME5 7QA     www.southernwater.co.uk   
 
Southern Water Services Ltd    Registered Office: Southern House Yeoman Road Worthing BN13 3NX   Registered in England No. 2366670 

   

 
 
 
 
 

 

Your ref 
 
Our ref 
 
Date 
 
Contact 

 
 
 
 
 
 
searches@southernwater.co.uk 

Tel  0845 272 0845 
       0330 303 0276 
Fax 01634 844514 

Attention:  
 
Dear Customer 

  

 
Re: Provision of public sewer and/or water main record extract 
  
Location:  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Waterco
Ruthin
Denbighshire
LL15 1NJ

W10684-m13

292589

17 May 2018

Richard Peskett

Stonecastle Farm Quarry, Whetsted, Denbighshire, TN11 0LQ

Thank you for your request for the provision of extracts of our sewer and/or water main
records.

According to our records,Southern Water currently has neither sewers nor water mains in the
vicinity of the above location.

Customers should be aware that there are areas within our region in which there are neither
sewers nor water mains. However, it should not be relied upon as indicating that further
infrastructure does not exist and may subsequently be found following site investigation.
Therefore actual positions of infrastructure should be determined on site.

Should you require any further assistance regarding this matter, please contact the
LandSearch team.

Yours faithfully

LandSearch

mailto:searches@southernwater.co.uk
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Environment Agency 
Orchard House Endeavour Park, London Road, Addington, West Malling, Kent, ME19 5SH  
Customer services line: 03708 506 506 
Email: enquiries@environment-agency.gov.uk  
www.gov.uk/environment-agency  

Ms Johanne Williams 
Waterco 
Eden Court Business Centre Lon Parcwr 
Industrial Estate 
Ruthin 
Clwyd 
LL15 1NJ 
 
 

Our ref: KT/2018/124406/01-L02 
Your ref: Stonecastle 180514/CW12 
 
Date:  05 July 2018 
 
 

Dear Ms Williams 
 
Proposed site for future minerals extraction within the Kent Minerals Sites 
Plan 
 
Stonecastle Farm Quarry, Whetsted Road,Tonbridge,KENT       
 
Thank you for consulting us on the above proposal. The following comments are made 
in relation to application for preliminary advice (ref: Stonecastle) received on 04/06/2018. 
  
The extraction of minerals fall into the less vulnerable Table 2 of the Technical Guidance 
to the National Planning Policy Framework. However, part of the site is located in the 
high risk flood zone. You will need to provide a Flood Risk Assessment (FRA) that 
demonstrates that flood risk is not increased elsewhere.  
 
Historic flood events affecting this site occurred in November 1960, November 1963, 
September 1968, October 2000 and December 2013.  
 
We have detailed modelling that covers this area. This should be used to inform the 
FRA. Please email kslenquiries@environment-agency.gov.uk to request the relevant 
flood products.  
 
We would be pleased to continue to discuss the development of this site as plans 
progress to ensure that development takes into account the relevant constraints at this 
site. (Please note our pre-application advice outside of a preliminary opinion is a 
charged service)  
 
Please do not hesitate to contact me should you wish to discuss the above. 
 
Yours sincerely 
 
Sophie Page 
 
Mrs Sophie Page 
Planning Advisor 
 
Direct dial 020 8474 8030 
Direct e-mail sophie.page@environment-agency.gov.uk 

mailto:enquiries@environment-agency.gov.uk
http://www.gov.uk/environment-agency
mailto:kslenquiries@environment-agency.gov.uk


Environment Agency

Ms Sharon Thompson
Kent County Council
Planning Applications
Unit
County Hall (Invicta
House)
Maidstone
Kent
ME14 1XX

Our ref: KT/2017/122945/SE-01/DS1-01
Your ref: KMWLP Sites Plan 03/2018
Date: 27 March 2018

Dear Ms Thompson

Mineral Sites Plan - Options Consultation 2017 and Regulation 18 Consultation - Early Partial Review
of the Kent Minerals and Waste Local Plan 2013-30

Thank you for consulting us on the proposed site options for the Minerals Sites Plan for Kent and the
early partial review of the Kent Minerals and Waste Local Plan 2013-30. We have the following
comments to make:

Regulation 18 Consultation - Early Partial Review of the Kent Minerals and Waste Local Plan 2013-30

We have no objection to the proposed policy wording changes of the above plan and have no
further comments to make on the early partial review or Scoping Report for the above partial review
plan process.

Mineral Sites Plan - Options Consultation 2017

Objections

We object to the Minerals Sites Plan as it currently stands due to the following allocations not
containing sufficient information to fully assess their suitability as an allocation in regards
biodiversity.

M2 Lydd Quarry Extension and Allen Bank Quarry Extension, Lydd Shepway

M3 Chapel Farm, Lenham

M7 Land at Central Road, Dartford Fresh Marshes, Dartford



M10 Moat Farm, Five Oak Green, Capel Tunbridge Wells

M11 Joyce Green Quarry, Dartford

M12 Postern Meadows, Tonbridge Tonbridge and Malling

In the absence of any information about how the impacts will be managed, we object to the
proposal to allocate the above sites to the Minerals Sites Plan. To remove our objection please
provide us with evidence of suitable mitigation or proof of “no impact”.

We reiterate our comments from our letter of 19 July ‘For future consultations for the above plan
please can you ensure that all proposed sites come with an ecological evaluation to understand
likely impacts, and information as to whether it is feasible to genuinely mitigate for those impacts.

This should not be ‘high level’ but actually based on a reasonable understanding of the site, so not
necessarily full ecological surveys.’

For more detailed information about biodiversity at these sites, please see the sub sections below
for each site.

Flood Risk

Although we have no objection to the proposed mineral sites on flood risk grounds, the following
proposed mineral sites fall within the High Risk Flood Zone as shown on the Agency’s Flood Map:

- Moat Farm- Five Oak Green

- Postern Meadows – Tonbridge

- Stonecastle Farm- Tonbridge

- The Postern- Tonbridge

- Central Road- Dartford

- Joyce Green Quarry- Dartford

The above sites fall within Flood Zone 3 (FZ3) as described in Table 1, of the Technical Guidance to
the National Planning Policy Framework. Local Authorities are guided to adopt a precautionary
approach to the issue of flood risk, avoiding such risk where possible and managing it elsewhere.

Table 2, paragraph 066 of the Planning Practice Guidance acknowledges that sand and gravel
deposits are ‘water compatible’ developments. This means they must be worked where they occur,
and so likely to exist within a Flood zone. However, they must still be worked in ways that do not
increase flood risk. The proposals for minerals extraction that are situated in FZ3 must be
accompanied by a detailed Flood Risk Assessment (FRA), which demonstrates the activities they
intend to undertake do not increase flood risk to the site or surrounding area. This must be
approved by the Environment Agency.

The Central Road site and Joyce Green Quarry site (both Dartford) have flood defences either on or
adjacent to the site. We would expect to see detailed information about the distance of the



extraction from the flood defences and how any extraction could impact the integrity of the flood
defence.

We would also want to ensure that the location of extraction will not impede our access to the
defences for our field team to complete maintenance.

West Malling Sandpit (Ryarsh) appears to be located outside FZ3 according to the Agency flood map.
However we suspect the flood zone is incorrect here, and that part of the site would likely be at risk
of flooding. Therefore an FRA will also be required for this site.

Permitting

Flood Risk Activity Permits

Please be aware that sites located near to watercourses designated ‘Main River’ and under the
jurisdiction of the Environment Agency for its land drainage functions. As of 6th April 2016, the
Water Resources Act 1991 and associated land drainage byelaws have been amended and flood
defence consents will now fall under the Environmental Permitting (England and Wales) Regulations
2010. Any activities in, over, under or within eight metres of the top of bank may require a permit
with some activities excluded or exempt. Further details and guidance are available on the GOV.UK
website: https://www.gov.uk/guidance/flood-risk-activities-environmental-permits.

Please contact the Partnerships and Strategic Overview team at or our National Customer Contact
Centre on 03708 506 506 or enquiries@environment-agency.gov.uk for more information.’

Mining Waste Permit Any extractive activities taking place at the proposed sites giving rise to waste
and forming part of the mining process will require a Mining Waste Permit under the Environmental
Permitting Regulations 2016 for example the washing of quarried or extracted materials producing
waste washing liquors or sediments. Additionally, an Extractive Materials Management Plan and
statement will need to be submitted to the Environment Agency to assess products, by-products and
waste materials arising from the sites activities if this has not already been assessed or discussed
with us.

Where a permit is required pre-application discussions will need to take place with this applicant
where advice and guidance can be given regarding these proposed waste management activities.

Further guidance on what is required of the applicant can also be found on the GOV.UK website at
https://www.gov.uk/environmental-permit-how-to-apply For any issues likely to be raised the
applicant should contact Nina Williams nina.williams@environment-agency.gov.uk in the Kent
Waste Team on 02084746767.

M2

Lydd Quarry Extension and Allen Bank Quarry Extension, Lydd Shepway

Biodiversity

The proximity of this site to parts of the Lydd Petty Sewer means that operations in the extension
have the potential to adversely affected protected species recorded as being present in the water



course. As outlined on page 1, in the absence of any information about how the impacts will be
managed, we object to the proposal. We would lift the objection if we can be provided with
evidence of suitable mitigation or proof of “no impact”. Please see Water Resources paragraph
below for suggested water quality monitoring with emphasis on salinity for this site.

In addition to the information on pages 1 & 2, we would like to offer the following comments
about this site allocation:

Groundwater

This site overlies the tidal flat deposits. Relevant constraints would be imposed on any specific
application for depth of excavations, pollution control methods and ways of working to safeguard
against potential impacts on water quality and any sensitive habitats.

Water Resources - AMBER

Should working conditions dictate a need to suppress groundwater levels a Transfer Licence will
need to be sought from the regulator, the Environment Agency, in accordance with the Water Act
2003 (c.37), Part 1, Section 24A. If a proportion of the abstracted water has an ‘intervening use’,
such as for the purpose of Mineral Washing, an Abstraction Licence should be sought from the
regulator, the Environment Agency, in accordance with the Water Resources Act 1991 (c.57),
Chapter II, Section 24.

It is therefore possible to conclude that future ‘management’ of groundwater levels associated
with the M2 option will be subject to legislative control, and beyond that employed when the
neighbouring excavations were previously worked. Investigations will be required, with the aim of
understanding the implications of any subsequent dewatering operation on those activities
beyond the curtilage of the M2 excavations, yet contiguous with the Storm Beach Deposits
overlaying the Wealden Group (Hastings Beds).

Given the proximity to neighbouring designated sites the expectation is that Natural England, the
responsible authority, will determine what amounts to an acceptable impact. Tolerable thresholds
will be dependent on the respective SSSI, Ramsar, SAC and SPA designated features, although
interestingly site remediation, once the minerals have been won, will in all probability support the
extension of the Ramsar and SPA designations.

In response Brett Aggregates will be required to demonstrate that they have a sufficiently robust
strategy to prevent derogation to neighbouring parties. The likelihood is that in response the
Company will need to implement a programme of groundwater level monitoring, and should
necessity dictate water quality monitoring with a particular emphasis on salinity. The design of
any future Licence will reflect the findings of these investigations, and where required
proportionate cessation conditions can be employed to manage future mineral operations.

Any future Licence may determine the approach taken by Brett Aggregates at the proposed Lydd
Quarry and Allens Bank Extension, with respect to how they choose to operate. Given the
preliminary state of their application no formal discussions have yet to take place with respect to
the Water Resources implications posed by the M2 mineral plan.



Flood Risk

Please note the comments on page 2 of this letter.

For information the Jury’s Gut Sewer is designated ‘Main River’ and a Flood Risk Activity Permit
may be required for any works in, over, under or within eight metres of the top of bank. Further
details are outlined in the Permitting section of this letter (page 2).

M3

Chapel Farm, Lenham

Biodiversity

This site overlays a length of the River Stour at Lenham. In the absence of information about

its impact on the river, we object to this site allocation as outlined on page 1.

In addition to the information on pages 1 & 2, we would like to offer the following comments about
this site allocation:

Groundwater

This site overlies the Folkestone Sands aquifer and is partly in a Source Protection Zone (SPZ) 3 for a
public water abstraction borehole. Relevant constraints would be imposed on a specific application
for restrictions on depth of excavations, pollution control methods and ways of working to safeguard
against aquifer disturbance or impacts on water quality

Water Resources - RED-AMBER

Any future submission will require an Environmental Impact Assessment, with an emphasis towards
demonstrating the relationship between the upper reaches of the Great Stour [including its
associated tributaries, both empheral and perennial] during the site’s operation and subsequent
restoration.

It is anticipated that appropriate mitigation measures, substantiated through a detailed programme
of monitoring, will be necessary in order for the applicant to prove beyond reasonable doubt that
the Chapel Farm workings, both during the operational phase and in perpetuity once the quarry has
been restored, do not have a detrimental impact on the following aspects;

The hydraulic continuity between those reaches of the Great Stour and associated tributaries, if
proven to be in part dependent on groundwater baseflow originating from the adjoining aquifer
[Folkestone Formation].

The hydraulic integrity of the river network is not compromised. In particular, the proposed plans
will need to recognise the function of the foremost transient reaches of the Great Stour, which are
dependent on both Chalk escarpment seepage and surface runoff contributions, where underlain by
Gault Clay to the immediate north of Chapel Farm. Any submission will need to account for this
‘contribution’, and the plans cannot allow the Great Stour to become hydraulically ‘isolated’ from its
headwaters, irrespective of whether those watercourses are quantified as ephemeral.



The proposed operation will need to be designed so as to ensure the underling Sandgate Formation
is not compromised, especially if through subsequent investigation the Sandgate Formation is shown
to be acting as an aquiclude at Chapel Farm, and within the immediate vicinity. Such a response is
required to protect the Hythe Formation, which is classified as a major water resources aquifer unit.

In addition to the highlighted concerns, a direct consequence of the proposed quarry’s setting in
relation to the Great Stour, the following are points of interest that should be worthy of
consideration;

Lenham Waste Water Treatments Works is immediately upstream of the proposed workings, which
has a potential relevance given that the discharge will be dependent on flow.

As of the 1st of January 2018, in accordance with the Water Act 2003, dewatering is a regulated
activity. A Licence should be sought from the Environment Agency, should there be a requirement to
dewater at Chapel Farm.

Flood Risk

This site is not in a high risk flood area and will not require an FRA. We have no further comments to
make with regards flood risk for this site.

M7

Land at Central Road, Dartford Fresh Marshes, Dartford

Biodiversity

We object to this site allocation as outlined on page 1 of this letter and would like to offer following
additional information:

The submitted information states, ‘mitigation measures would be required to prevent unacceptable
adverse impacts on the <LWS> designation.’ However no information is presented on what is
possible to do to mitigate for the destruction of this part of the wildlife site.

For information, previous planning applications for this site identified that the ecological value was
such that replacement habitat would be required, although no site was found where it would be
possible to recreate the quantity and quality of the habitat found here. Given the amount of
ecological value known about the site, the wording in the Mineral Sites Plan is misleading.

We believe the site should not be allocated or the plan should provide clear information on where
this habitat can be re-created that would adequately compensate for the lost habitat. We do not
agree with the sustainability assessment. The objective to have no impact on important elements of
biodiversity and where possible positively contribute to the Kent BAP is good, but is not possible
within the site boundary of either of this or the Joyce Green Quarry site. Therefore the RAG and
comments associated with it are not accurate. As no information is provided as to how mitigation
can be delivered, both these sites should score as red until this is provided.

In addition to the information on pages 1 & 2, we would like to offer the following comments about
this site allocation:



Groundwater

This site overlies the chalk aquifer and is in SPZ2 for a public water abstraction borehole. Relevant
constraints would be imposed on a specific application for shallow sand and gravel deposits and
restrictions on depth of excavations, pollution control methods and ways of working to safeguard
against aquifer disturbance, or impacts on water quality, would need to be conditioned in any
permission.

Water Resources - AMBER-GREEN

Any future submission will require an Environmental Impact Assessment, with an emphasis towards
demonstrating the relationship between the reach of the River Darent that bounds the western flank
of the proposed working, in addition to the wetlands to the immediate north of University Way
[A206], during both the site’s operation and subsequent restoration.

It is anticipated that appropriate mitigation measures, substantiated through a detailed programme
of monitoring, will be necessary in order for the applicant to prove beyond reasonable doubt that
the Central Road workings, both during the operational phase and in perpetuity once the quarry has
been restored, do not have a detrimental impact on the following aspects;

The hydraulic continuity between those susceptible reaches of the River Darent, if proven to be in
part dependent on groundwater baseflow originating from the adjoining aquifer [Seaford/ Newhave
Chalk Formations].

The hydraulic relationship between the wetlands/ marshlands to the immediate north of the Central
Road mineral option, and with particular regards to ensure that no detrimental impact results should
dewatering be employed across the Central Road so as to win the mineral. As a consequence this
concern is pertinent to the operational phase.

Any submission will need to give due consideration to the proposed restoration objectives, and in
particular those ambitions relating to the creation of marshland. The expectation is that for
significant periods the voids created through the excavation of mineral will amount to little more
than flooded pits. Dependent on final working depths there is yet an answered question as to
whether correspondingly, when groundwater conditions are low, there will be a call to augment
levels so as to sustain marshland ecosystems that could be stressed in such a scenario.

The restoration plan needs to be sustainable, given that previously there has been an expectation to
augment levels in similar worked out pits that align the Darent further upstream, which have
subsequently flooded and found a new purpose as fishing lakes.. Such a response could, potentially,
be untenable.

As of the 1st of January 2018, in accordance with the Water Act 2003, dewatering is a regulated
activity. A Licence should be sought from the Environment Agency, should there be a requirement to
dewater at Central Road.

Flood Risk



Please note the comments on page 2 of this letter.

Site M8

West Malling Sandpit, Ryarsh

We have no objection to this site allocation but wish to offer the following comments in addition to
those on page 1 & 2:

Groundwater

This site overlies the Folkestone sand aquifer and is in SPZ3 for a public water abstraction boreholes.
Relevant constraints would be imposed on a specific application for restrictions on depth of
excavations, pollution control methods and ways of working to safeguard against aquifer
disturbance, or impacts on water quality

Water Resources - AMBER

Any future submission will require an Environmental Impact Assessment, with an emphasis towards
demonstrating the relationship between the reach of the Leybourne Stream that bounds the
southern flank of the proposed working, during both the site’s operation and subsequent
restoration.

It is anticipated that appropriate mitigation measures, substantiated through a detailed programme
of monitoring, will be necessary in order for the applicant to prove beyond reasonable doubt that
the West Malling Sandpit workings, both during the operational phase and in perpetuity once the
quarry has been restored, do not have a detrimental impact on the following aspects;

The hydraulic continuity between those susceptible reaches of the Leybourne Stream, if proven to
be in part dependent on groundwater baseflow originating from the adjoining aquifer [Folkestone
Formation].

The proposed operation will need to be designed so as to ensure the underling Sandgate
Formation is not compromised, especially if through subsequent investigation the Sandgate
Formation is shown to be acting as an aquiclude at West Malling Sandpit, and within the immediate
vicinity. Such a response is required to protect the Hythe Formation, which is classified as a major
water resources aquifer unit.

In addition to the highlighted concerns the following are points of interest that should be worthy of
consideration;

Dependent on the proposed ways of working, Abstraction Licence 9/40/02/0020/SR potentially
could be at risk of derogation, being located approximately 250m to the NW of the northern most
curtilage of the quarry.

As of the 1st of January 2018, in accordance with the Water Act 2003, dewatering is a regulated
activity. A Licence should be sought from the Environment Agency, should there be a requirement to
dewater at West Malling Sandpit.

Flood Risk



Please note the comments on page 2 of this letter.

Biodiversity

We have no comments to make on this site

Site M9

The Postern, Capel

We have no objection to this site allocation but wish to offer the following comments in addition to
those on page 1 & 2:

Groundwater

This site overlies the gravel aquifer and is in SPZ3 for a public water abstraction borehole. Relevant
constraints would be imposed on an specific application for restrictions on depth of excavations,
pollution control methods and ways of working to safeguard against aquifer disturbance or impacts
on water quality

Water Resources - GREEN

The proposed excavation at The Postern poses no immediate Water Resources risk. There is a low
theoretical threat to baseflow seepage to the River Medway in the immediate locality during the
operational phase, and impact would be focused towards the river’s summer and autumnal flow
regime. The impact will be dependent on the ‘buffering’ of the Alluviums, which bound The Postern
to the north and separate the Terrace Gravel Formation from the River Medway.

It is anticipated that appropriate mitigation measures, substantiated through a detailed programme
of monitoring, will be necessary in order for the applicant to prove beyond reasonable doubt that
The Postern workings, both during the operational phase do not have a detrimental impact on the
following aspects;

The hydraulic relationship between the now flooded previously worked excavations, to the
immediate north and the local drainage ditches, some of which may be ephemeral. This need is
particularly relevant should dewatering be employed across The Postern so as to win the mineral,
and as such the applicant will need to develop a sufficiently robust mitigation plan so as to ensure
that local levels are not compromised to the extent that water dependent ecosystems are
derogated.

The restoration plan indicates an ambition to restore to agricultural land. Accepting the site is
underlain by the Weald Clay Formation, there will be a need in due course for the applicant to
demonstrate how the worked areas will be hydraulically isolated from those features that will
eventually surround the excavation.

As of the 1st of January 2018, in accordance with the Water Act 2003, dewatering is a regulated
activity. A Licence should be sought from the Environment Agency, should there be a requirement to
dewater at The Postern.

Flood Risk



Please note the comments on page 2 of this letter.

Biodiversity

We have no comments for this site however would like to note that we have records of Himalayan
Balsam and Mink in the area. If the site is selected, it would be good if the developer accepts
responsibility for and contributes to management of these invasive non-native species as part of
their work at the site.

M10

Moat Farm, Five Oak Green, Capel Tunbridge Wells

Biodiversity

The Alder stream passes through the middle of this site. We oppose the creation of online lakes and
so, in the absence of detailed information about the site object to this proposal. However, there is
the potential for river restoration to be delivered as part of the exploitation of this site subject to
other concerns including flood risk. We require further information about the proposal to be able to
assess it fully. Note: there is at least one, non-riparian protected species recorded in the area which
will need to be taken into account when the site is developed.

In addition to the information on pages 1 & 2, we would like to offer the following comments about
this site allocation:

Groundwater

This site overlies the gravel aquifer and near the edge of an SPZ3 for a public water abstraction
borehole. Relevant constraints would be imposed on a specific application for restrictions on depth
of excavations, pollution control methods and ways of working to safeguard against aquifer
disturbance or impacts on water quality

Water Resources - AMBER

The proposed excavation at Moat Farm poses no immediate Water Resources risk on the proviso
that the final restoration plan fully recognises the need to ensure that the Alder Stream’s function,
alongside smaller ditches and ditches, are retained.

It is anticipated that appropriate mitigation measures, substantiated through a detailed programme
of monitoring, will be necessary in order for the applicant to prove beyond reasonable doubt that
the Moat Farm workings, both during the operational phase do not have a detrimental impact on
the following aspects;

The hydraulic relationship between the previously worked excavations [now flooded], to the
immediate north and the local drainage ditches, some of which may be ephemeral will need to be
verified. This need is particularly relevant should dewatering be employed across Moat Farm so as to
win the mineral, and as such the applicant will need to develop a sufficiently robust mitigation plan
so as to ensure that local levels are not compromised to the extent that water dependent
ecosystems are derogated.



The restoration plan indicates an ambition to restore to phased wetland. There will be a need in
due course for the applicant to demonstrate how the wetlands, designed to restore the excavations,
will be managed so as not compromise the integrity of the Alder Stream and the function of those
unnamed drainage ditches in the immediate vicinity of the Moat Farm workings.

As of the 1st of January 2018, in accordance with the Water Act 2003, dewatering is a regulated
activity. A Licence should be sought from the Environment Agency, should there be a requirement to
dewater at Moat Farm.

Flood Risk

Please note the comments on page 2 of this letter.

M11 Joyce Green Quarry, Dartford

Biodiversity

We object to the allocation of Joyce Green Quarry site without further information being presented
about how the impacts of this development can be adequately mitigated. The site contains
significant lengths of ditches and provides an important range of habitats as part of the Local
Wildlife Site.

To utilise this site would require the re-creation of ditches in order to accommodate protected
species and provide important habitats integral to the Local Wildlife Site designation. It is unclear
how this can be achieved, so more information should be provided before this site is accepted as
suitable as being allocated for mineral extraction. We do not agree with the sustainability
assessment. The objective to have no impact on important elements of biodiversity and where
possible positively contribute to the Kent BAP is good, but is not possible within the site boundary of
either of the sites in the Dartford Borough. Therefore the RAG and comments associated with it are
not accurate. As no information is provided as to how mitigation can be delivered, both Dartford
sites should score as red until this is provided.

Groundwater Please refer to our planning response dated 10 January 2018 (ref KT/2017/123738) for
our comments on this site. We would have concerns about further extraction without additional
detailed information being submitted.

Water Resources– AMBER GREEN

The proposed excavation at Joyce Green Quarry poses a low Water Resources risk. It is anticipated
that appropriate mitigation measures, substantiated through a detailed programme of monitoring,
will be necessary in order for the applicant to prove beyond reasonable doubt that the Joyce Green
Quarry workings, both during the operational phase do not have a detrimental impact on the
following aspects;

Confirmation will be sought as to how Dartford Marshes will continue to function hydraulically,
following the extraction of mineral at Joyce Green Quarry. The creation of a lake will cause a
significant change to the local hydrology, relative to the existing ‘fabric’ of drains and ditches that
constitutes the Marsh.



Should dewatering be employed at Joyce Green Quarry there will be a need to demonstrate how
brackish/ saline ingress will be managed, given the proximity to the River Darent’s tidal reach during
the operational phase.

As of the 1st of January 2018, in accordance with the Water Act 2003, dewatering is a regulated
activity. A Licence should be sought from the Environment Agency, should there be a requirement to
dewater at Joyce Green Quarry.

Flood Risk

Please note the comments on page 2 of this letter.

M12

Postern Meadows, Tonbridge, Tonbridge and Malling

Biodiversity

Migratory fish species use the Botany Stream and the Medway, located to the north, west and east
of the site. We require information to understand how this site will be worked and managed without
harm to them. As outlined on page 1, in the absence of any information about how the impacts will
be managed, we object to the proposal. As a minimum, we will require that measures must be taken
during operation of the site to ensure that water quality – chemistry and solids – is not affected in
such a way as to cause an impact on the Sewer. It may also be appropriate to implement a water
quality monitoring programme for the duration of operations there. We would lift the objection if
we can be provided with evidence of suitable mitigation or proof of “no impact”.

In addition to the information on pages 1 & 2, we would like to offer the following comments about
this site allocation:

Groundwater

This site overlies the gravel aquifer and is near an SPZ3 for a water abstraction borehole. It is also
north of a business park underlain by historic landfill. Appropriate risk assessments would need to be
carried out to ascertain that any possible changes in water flow caused by quarrying would not
cause impacts on controlled waters from the change in flow paths and changes to leaching from the
fill materials. Relevant constraints would be imposed on an specific application for restrictions on
depth of excavations, pollution control methods and ways of working to safeguard against aquifer
disturbance or impacts on water quality.

Water Resources - GREEN

The proposed excavation at Postern Meadows poses no immediate Water Resources risk on the
proviso that the final restoration plan fully recognises the need to ensure that the Botany Stream’s
function, which bounds the eastern flank of the proposed workings, is retained. Furthermore, the
following uncertainties will need to be addressed, being substantiated through a detailed
programme of monitoring where necessary, in order for the applicant to prove beyond reasonable
doubt that the Postern Meadows workings, both during the operational phase have fully accounted
for the following;



The applicant, in due course, will be required to confirm the design of the restoration plan and in
particular with reference to the landscape lake’s interface

with the adjoining River Medway. Given that Postern Meadows is predominantly underlain by Weald
Clay Formation there is some uncertainty as to how sustainable the restoration plan is independent
of a feed from the River Medway so as to effectively augment levels. In principal we are against
proposals that would result in further unconstrained demand being placed on the River Medway’s
flow, and especially during those scenarios when the regime would be stressed and incapable of
supporting what would amount to an additional abstraction.

A relatively minor proportion of the Postern Meadows site is potentially underlain by Tunbridge
Wells Sand Formation [west], and as a consequence the extent of the outcrop and the relative
position of the geological boundary with the Weald Clay Formation will need to be proven through
site investigation. Furthermore the applicant will need to determine the consequences of removing
the overlying Alluvium, so as to confirm that the final restoration plan does not result in an increased
risk to the underlying Tunbridge Wells Sand Formation, which is a principal aquifer unit.

As of the 1st of January 2018, in accordance with the Water Act 2003, dewatering is a regulated
activity. A Licence should be sought from the Environment Agency, should there be a requirement to
dewater at Postern Meadow.

Flood Risk

Please note the comments on page 2 of this letter.

Site M13

Stonecastle Farm, Hadlow/ Whetsted

We have no objection to this site allocation but wish to offer the following comments in addition to
the information on pages 1 & 2:

Groundwater

This site is in an important setting for local water supply and further major extensions to this quarry
may impact water supply options. We would not agree that that the full extent of these extensions
are acceptable with further detailed supporting evidence and a Hydrogeological Risk Assessment.
We have made similar comments in the past to extension proposals at this site.

Water Resources– AMBER

The proposed excavation at Stonecastle Farm poses a moderate Water Resources risk. It is
anticipated that appropriate mitigation measures, substantiated through a detailed programme of
monitoring, will be necessary in order for the applicant to prove beyond reasonable doubt that the
Stonecastle Farm workings, both during the operational phase do not have a detrimental impact on
the following aspects;

The applicant, in due course, will be required to confirm the design of the restoration plan and in
particular with reference to the proposed lakes’ interface with the adjoining River Medway, the



Hammer Dyke and associated drains. Given that Stonecastle Farm is predominantly underlain by
Weald Clay Formation there is some uncertainty as to how sustainable the restoration plan is,
independent of a feed from any one of the watercourses that will bound the lakes, once the mineral
has been extracted. The restoration plan will need to include evidence demonstrating as to how the
integrity of those watercourses sited on the curtilage of the workings will be retained.

Two Abstraction Licences are sited within the vicinity of the proposed workings at Stonecastle Farm.
Both Licence 9/40/03/0215/SR [Sherenden Farm, Tudley] and Licence 9/40/03/0474/G [South East
Water, Hartlake] will need to be accounted for in terms of the operation phase and the subsequent
restoration. The assessment will be required to determine whether the Stonecastle Farm option
poses a risk of derogation to the licensees’ regulated activities. South East Water will need to be
consulted with, the proposal raising potential questions as to the longer term viability of the
superficial aquifer at Hartlake, from where the Company abstracts.

As of the 1st of January 2018, in accordance with the Water Act 2003, dewatering is a regulated
activity. A Licence should be sought from the Environment Agency, should there be a requirement to
dewater at Stonecastle Farm.

Biodiversity

We have no comments to make about this site in regards fisheries and biodiversity however we
would like to offer the following information - We have records of Nuttall’s pondweed and Crassula
in the area. If the site is selected, it would be good if the developer accepts responsibility for and
contributes to management of these invasive non-native species as part of their work at the site.
Flood Risk

Please note the comments on page 2 of this letter.

If you would like us to review a draft document or to meet to discuss how to remove any of our
objections, or additional reports we have recommended, please do not hesitate to contact us.

Yours sincerely

Sophie Page

Mrs Sophie Page

Planning Advisor

Direct dial 020 8474 8030

Direct e-mail sophie.page@environment-agency.gov.uk



Site M13: Stonecastle Farm, Quarry, Whetsted Flood Risk Assessment 
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Hydraulic Model Results - River Medway

2D TUFLOW Model Results - Maximum Water Levels (mAOD) and Depths (m)

PRIMARY SIMULATIONS

Existing (EXG) Site Layout Simulations - Defended (Normal Flow Conditions) Existing (EXG) Site Layout Simulations - Undefended (Normal Flow Conditions)

Job Name: Kent MWLP

Job Number: w10684-M13

Date: 27/06/2017

Model Type: FMP-TUFLOW

FMP Build: 

TUFLOW Build: 

Notes:

Node Reference
Max WL

(mAOD)
Max Depth (m)

Max WL

(mAOD)
Max Depth (m)

Max WL

(mAOD)
Max Depth (m)

Max WL

(mAOD)
Max Depth (m) Eastings Northings

1 - - 17.35 0.28 17.59 0.52 17.81 0.74 563221 147208

2 17.14 0.14 17.46 0.46 17.71 0.71 17.96 0.95 563050 147112

3 17.00 0.26 17.34 0.60 17.58 0.84 17.79 1.05 563302 147038

4 16.98 0.24 17.30 0.56 17.52 0.79 17.73 0.99 563344 147204

5 16.95 0.41 17.24 0.70 17.42 0.89 17.61 1.08 563447 147220

6 - - - - 17.47 0.08 17.67 0.27 563427 147074

7 - - 17.28 0.04 17.52 0.24 17.71 0.43 563437 146937

8 17.00 0.40 17.34 0.74 17.58 0.99 17.80 1.21 563254 147122

9 - - 17.37 0.16 17.65 0.44 17.90 0.69 563103 147207

10 17.12 0.22 17.40 0.50 17.65 0.75 17.89 0.99 563140 147022

11 17.29 0.27 17.51 0.48 17.75 0.73 17.99 0.96 563028 146972

12 17.22 0.22 17.45 0.45 17.69 0.69 17.92 0.92 563107 146891

13 17.09 0.26 17.35 0.53 17.59 0.77 17.81 0.99 563256 146904

14 17.03 0.73 17.29 0.99 17.53 1.23 17.73 1.44 563363 146822

15 16.80 0.30 17.06 0.55 17.29 0.78 17.50 1.00 563512 146758

16 16.74 0.36 17.01 0.64 17.25 0.88 17.47 1.10 563516 146635

17 16.80 0.30 17.04 0.55 17.27 0.78 17.49 0.99 563508 146505

18 17.10 0.28 17.37 0.55 17.61 0.79 17.83 1.02 563195 146704

19 17.01 0.39 17.27 0.64 17.50 0.88 17.71 1.09 563357 146701

20 16.99 0.45 17.25 0.70 17.46 0.92 17.67 1.12 563385 146574

Node Reference
Max WL

(mAOD)
Max Depth (m)

Max WL

(mAOD)
Max Depth (m)

Max WL

(mAOD)
Max Depth (m)

Max WL

(mAOD)
Max Depth (m) Eastings Northings

1 17.25 0.18 17.52 0.44 17.70 0.63 17.94 0.87 563221 147208

2 17.36 0.36 17.64 0.61 17.83 0.82 18.09 1.09 563050 147112

3 17.25 0.51 17.51 0.80 17.68 0.94 17.91 1.17 563302 147038

4 17.22 0.48 17.46 0.72 17.62 0.88 17.85 1.11 563344 147204

5 17.16 0.63 17.37 0.83 17.51 0.97 17.74 1.20 563447 147220

6 - - 17.42 0.03 17.56 0.17 17.78 0.39 563427 147074

7 - - 17.45 0.17 17.61 0.33 17.82 0.54 563437 146937

8 17.25 0.65 17.51 0.91 17.69 1.09 17.93 1.33 563254 147122

9 17.27 0.06 17.57 0.36 17.77 0.56 18.04 0.83 563103 147207

10 17.32 0.41 17.58 0.68 17.76 0.86 18.02 1.12 563140 147022

11 17.43 0.40 17.68 0.66 17.86 0.84 18.12 1.09 563028 146972

12 17.37 0.37 17.62 0.62 17.80 0.80 18.05 1.05 563107 146891

13 17.27 0.44 17.52 0.70 17.70 0.87 17.93 1.11 563256 146904

14 17.21 0.91 17.46 1.28 17.63 1.33 17.85 1.55 563363 146822

15 16.98 0.47 17.22 0.71 17.39 0.88 17.62 1.12 563512 146758

16 16.92 0.55 17.18 0.81 17.36 0.98 17.59 1.22 563516 146635

17 16.96 0.47 17.21 0.71 17.37 0.88 17.61 1.11 563508 146505

18 17.28 0.46 17.54 0.72 17.72 0.90 17.96 1.14 563195 146704

19 17.19 0.56 17.43 0.81 17.60 0.98 17.83 1.21 563357 146701

20 17.19 0.62 17.40 0.84 17.56 1.02 17.78 1.24 563385 146574

Model Ref

Q20-EXG-NFC

Q100-EXG-NFC

Q100CC1-EXG-NFC
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Site M13: Stonecastle Farm, Quarry, Whetsted Flood Risk Assessment 
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Appendix F – SFRA Map 
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TONBRIDGE & MALLING
BOROUGH COUNCIL

LEVEL 1 SFRA: APPENDIX F
GROUNDWATER FLOOD MAPS

This document is the property of  Jeremy Benn Associates Ltd. It shall not be reproduced in
whole or in part, nor disclosed to a third party, w ithout the permission of Jeremy Benn
Associates Ltd.
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scale map showing groundwater flood areas on a 1km square gr id. The
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Flood Risk Assessment (PFRA) studies and a llow the Lead Local Flood
Authori ties (LLFAs) to  determine whether  there may be a risk of flooding
from groundwater.

This data shows the propor tion of each 1km grid  square where geologica l
and hydrogeolog ical condition show that groundwater might emerge.  It
does not show the like lihood of groundwater flooding occurring.  It does not
take account of the chance of flooding from groundwater rebound. This
dataset covers a large area of land, and only isolated locations within the
overall susceptib le area are actually likely to suffer the consequences of
groundwater flooding.
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